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SoÃ¢â‚¬Â¦you'd think after banishing an immortal being and a fallen High Priestess, saving Stark's

life, biting Heath, getting a headache from Erik, and almost dying, Zoey Redbird would catch a

break. Sadly, a break is not in the House of Night school forecast for the High Priestess in training

and her gang. Juggling three guys is anything but a stress reliever, especially when one of them is a

sexy Warrior who is so into protecting Zoey that he can sense her emotions. Speaking of stress, the

dark force lurking in the tunnels under the Tulsa Depot is spreading, and Zoey is beginning to

believe Stevie Rae could be responsible for a lot more than a group of misfit red fledglings.

Aphrodite's visions warn Zoey to stay away from Kalona and his dark allure, but they also show that

it is Zoey who has the power to stop the evil immortal. Soon it becomes obvious that Zoey has no

choice: if she doesn't go to Kalona he will exact a fiery vengeance on those closest to her. Will Zoey

have the courage to chance losing her life, her heart, and her soul? Find out in the next spectacular

installment in the House of Night Series, Tempted.
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This b look series is a great series it's not all wars nor love/sex scenes every other paragraph, there

are the normal good and bad but good doesn't always win . It's not just blood sucking its a story with

new kinds of demons and good guy's and a very different way to approach magic and vamps and

life with humans .you don't get the same story in each book with only different characters you get

new story characters with old and it's always on the move I think any fantasy or vampires demons

humans and witches will really enjoy its series I haven't been able to just walk away from the story it

keeps your mind busy all the time ,no same old same old blood guts sex the end it keeps you

interested throughout the series. Ages from around 13 and on up I think will enjoy it .Don't get me

wrong it's not perfect but die read it again in few years . Good luck

I just finished reading Tempted by P.C. and Kristin Cast. It is the sixth book in the House Of Night

series. Zoey and her gang attempt to return to the House Of Night after banishing Neferet and

Kalona. They are met by disaster, injury, distrust, and hatred. While Neferet and Kalona may be

banished, their influence on many of the people seems to have stuck with them. Zoey realizes she

must destroy Kalona in order to fully return House Of Night to its natural order.I really loved this

book. Its my second time reading it. I'm re-reading this entire series in honor of the new book that

came out in October. I'm glad I am. This series as a whole has managed to captivate my attention

and leave me hooked and begging for more. I tend to stay loyal to the books that do that for me.

They also stick with me longer than any other book.The only thing I really didn't like about this book

was that unlike the first five books, this book is written in more than one perspective. This normally

wouldn't be a problem. I'm sure there is a purpose for it that there wasn't in previous books.

However, it seems that the multiple view points can be confusing, especially when using two

different points of view. For Zoey, they use first person, and for everybody else they use third

person. I personally believe they should have just written ll perspectives in first person. Especially

considering the beginning of each chapter signifies the person's point of view that it is. In one of the

chapters, Zoey's perspective is written in third person for a very short time.I fully recommend this

book, as well as the rest of the series, to anybody who loves this kind of genre. It's bold and

inspiring. It's action packed. It's adventurous. Most importantly, it's raw and honest. It's targeted at a

teenage and young adult audience, bu I personally thing people of all ages will enjoy it.

The whole series is a total let down. I understand that it is written for teens, but after 5 books,

something has to give. There is no character development and its the same drama over and over. I



read Burned and I read Awakened. It just keeps going, the Casts are dragging out the story. I am

not spending almost $8 a book to read ignorant viewpoints, teen-speak, and have the story go no

where.

Addicted to the series. Always a good read. I love me some supernatural. I do like the author's style

of writing, which feels natural and compatible to the way we talk and think. Good character

development. Love the fact that the author references modern icons, movies and events. Story lines

are interesting and filled with drama and edge of your seat excitement and anticipation. I do love to

hate the villain and this one is evil. Only negatives are ones that waste good story space and time,

such as, the repetitive descriptions of past events and characteristics of people and then the

romantic events or inner insecurity issues can definitely use some editing as it can, in places, be

blah blah blah....tedious and over descriptive for what is needed. I usually just skip over these

sections and get back to what's really happening with the story. There are also some typos here

and there that bug me on rare occasion because I wish I could just fix them myself! Oh, and though

the length of these books are typical, I would love if some authors would just make books that are

seriously think again, like 500 pages or more! Other than that. I highly recommend this series. You

won't regret it.
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Broken Destiny series in order and Night Huntress World series in order 
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